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Abstract—This paper presents LLBMC, a tool for finding bugs and runtime errors in sequential C/C++ programs. LLBMC employs bounded model checking using an SMT-solver for the theory of bitvectors and arrays and thus achieves precision down to the level of single bits. The two main features of LLBMC that distinguish it from other bounded model checking tools for C/C++ are (i) its bit-precise memory model, which makes it possible to support arbitrary type conversions via stores and loads; and (ii) that it operates on a compiler intermediate representation and not directly on the source code.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the use of unbounded data structures such as linked lists or trees, property checking of programs is in general undecidable. A promising approach for finding bugs and runtime errors in such programs is bounded model checking. While originally introduced in the context of hardware designs, the technique was quickly adapted for C programs by Clarke et al. [6]. Nowadays, bounded model checking is routinely used in an industrial setting, both for hardware and for checking a variety of aspects of embedded and low-level systems software.

The main idea of bounded model checking is to only consider finite program runs, thereby obtaining a decidable (but incomplete) method for finding bugs and runtime errors. Finiteness of program runs is achieved by restricting the number of loop iterations and nested function calls that are considered. A tool based on bounded model checking then typically performs loop unrolling and function inlining up to these bounds, resulting in one large function that only admits finite runs. This function is then subject to further analysis.

Writing a program analysis tool that supports all features of a high-level programming language such as C/C++ is a daunting task due to the complex and intricate syntax and semantics that these programming languages employ. Thus, it has recently become more and more popular to analyze programs not on the source code level but on the level of a compiler intermediate representation (IR) instead. This approach has several advantages:

- The IR has much simpler syntax and semantics than C/C++. This makes it relatively easy to support (nearly) all language features.
- The program that is analyzed is much closer to the program that is actually executed on the computer since semantical ambiguities have already been resolved by the compiler. Furthermore, it becomes possible to analyze programs at various optimization levels offered by the compiler.
- It becomes possible to analyze programs in any language for which a compiler frontend that produces the IR is available.

Concretely, LLBMC operates on LLVM’s IR [14], which is an SSA-based abstract assembly language.

LLBMC is fully automatic and requires minimal preparation efforts and user interaction. The tool can help to:

- reduce the time and effort needed for software testing,
- improve the quality of software, and
- obtain stable and secure software in shorter time.

Due to its high precision, LLBMC produces almost no false alarms (false positives). Due to the exhaustive list of built-in checks, many common bugs and runtime errors can be detected without relying on user-provided annotations. These built-in checks include:

- Integer overflow and underflow
- Division by zero
- Invalid bit shifts
- Illegal memory access (array index out of bound, illegal pointer access, etc.)
- Invalid free, including double free
- User-provided assertions (assert)

Limitations of LLBMC are the bounded analysis (which makes it incomplete) and program-dependent, sometimes restricted scalability.

The bounded model checker LLBMC is available under a non-commercial (academic) license or under a limited-time evaluation license at http://llbmc.org. The website also contains installation and usage instructions for LLBMC, including a video demonstrating LLBMC being used.

A. Related Tools

In 2004, Clarke et al. were the first to describe bounded model checking of C programs [6], resulting in the tool CBMC. Also in 2004, NEC Laboratories America implemented a bounded model checking approach for C programs in the tool F-Soft as described in [13]. They differentiate their tool from CBMC by applying several static program analysis techniques on the control-flow graph in order to simplify the bounded model checking problem.

In 2009, Armando et al. extended CBMC to use SMT-solvers instead of encoding the problem directly into SAT [1]. Results
from that paper clearly show the benefits of using SMT-solvers instead of SAT-solvers as done by both CBMC and F-Soft.

In the same year, Cordeiro et al. presented ESBMC [7], which is based on CBMC but uses an SMT-solver instead of a SAT-solver. The main novelty of ESBMC is its added support for finding bugs in multi-threaded software. Recently, support for C++ programs was added to ESBMC [17].

Symbolic execution is a different approach to bug-finding in programs. In contrast to bounded model checking, which encodes all execution paths up to a bounded length in a single formula, symbolic execution performs a symbolic path exploration that considers the paths separately. The constraints obtained for each path are solved using SAT- or SMT-solvers.

Recent symbolic execution tools include KLEE [5] for C programs and KLOVER [15], which extends KLEE for C++ programs. Both KLEE and KLOVER operate not on the source code level but on the level of LLVM’s IR.

A recent tool that combines features of symbolic execution and bounded model checking and targets C programs is LAV [21]. Like KLEE, KLOVER, and LLBMC, the tool LAV also operates on the level of LLVM’s IR.

II. A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF LLBMC

The overall approach of LLBMC is summarized in Fig. 1, where further details can be found in [16], [20], [10].

![Fig. 1: Overview of LLBMC's approach.](image)

The C/C++ program under investigation is first compiled into LLVM’s IR using the existing compiler (frontend) clang. The unrolling of loops up to a user-provided or automatically determined bound is then performed as a transformation of the IR program using LLVM’s comprehensive transformation framework. Subsequently, the IR program is encoded into LLBMC’s intermediate logical representation ILR, which extends the logic QF_ABV of SMT-LIB [2] by various constructs for encoding the built-in checks of LLBMC and by high-level constructs for manipulating arrays [11], [9]. In contrast to loop unrolling, function inlining is done on-the-fly during encoding and not as a transformation of the IR program.¹

Next, the ILR formula is simplified using an extensive set of rewrite rules. These rewrite rules are sufficient to discharge many “easy” proof obligations before invocation of an SMT-solver. Finally, the ILR formula is lowered into an SMT-LIB formula by expanding any remaining constructs related to the built-in checks. This SMT-LIB formula is then solved using the SMT-solver STP [12].

If the SMT-LIB formula is satisfiable, then each model corresponds to a found bug or runtime error. A model of the SMT-LIB formula is then converted into a model of the ILR formula which is subsequently used in order to construct a counter-example (error trace) on the level of LLVM’s IR within LLBMC. We are currently working on extending LLBMC to construct counter-examples on the level of C/C++.

An important feature that sets LLBMC apart from the tools surveyed in Sect. I-A is its bit-precise unified memory model for heap, stack, and global variables. LLBMC is thus able to find hard-to-detect memory access errors like heap or stack buffer overflows. Details on this can be found in [19], [8].

III. USAGE SCENARIOS

This section presents two usage scenarios of LLBMC. In the first scenario, it is shown how user-defined assertions can be checked. In the process of doing this, the bug-finding capabilities of LLBMC using the built-in checks are demonstrated as well. The second usage scenario demonstrates how LLBMC can be used in order to check the equivalence of two functions.

A. Checking Assertions

Consider the simple C function shown in Fig. 2a which is supposed to compute the absolute value of an int. For ensuring correctness, the user wants to check that the return value is always non-negative. First, the C program is converted into LLVM’s IR using

```
clang -c -emit-llvm -g abs.c -o abs.bc
```

which produces the file abs.bc containing the binary bitcode representation of LLVM’s IR. Next, LLBMC is run on this bitcode file using

```
llbmc abs.bc
```

This results in the output given in Fig. 2b (on a 32-bit machine). The abs function thus contains an overflow bug which occurs when INT_MIN is passed to the function since INT_MIN cannot be represented using 32 bits.

In order to not report overflow bugs, LLBMC can be run using the “--no-overflow-checks” command line argument, i.e., using

```
llbmc abs.bc --no-overflow-checks
```

An overflow occurring in the program is then modeled using two’s complement arithmetic, just as it is done on most computers. In this case, LLBMC produces the output in Fig. 2c, showing that the user-defined assertion fails if INT_MIN is passed to abs. The reason for this is that -INT_MIN = INT_MIN in two’s complement arithmetic, i.e., abs returns a negative number for this input.

¹In the future, we are planning to also perform the unrolling of loops on-the-fly during encoding.
```c
#include <assert.h>

int abs(int x)
{
    int ret;
    if (x >= 0) {
        ret = x;
    } else {
        ret = -x;
    }
    assert(ret >= 0);
    return ret;
}
```

(a) C program.

```
Error synopsis:  
--------------------  
A signed overflow occurs in  
=%sub = sub nsw i32 0, %x, !dbg !17  
where  
=%x = -2147483648  
and the result is  
=%sub = -2147483648  
Error location:  
--------------------
Source file: abs.c  
Line number: 13  
Error context:  
--------------------
8:     ret = x;
9:   } else {
10:    ret = -x;
11: }

#0 i32 @abs(i32 %x=-2147483648)  

(b) Result produced by LLBMC.

```

```
Error synopsis:  
--------------------  
Assertion failed.  
Error location:  
--------------------
Source file: abs.c  
Line number: 13  
Error context:  
--------------------
8:     ret = x;
9:   } else {
10:    ret = -x;
11: }

#0 i32 @abs(i32 %x=-2147483648)  

(c) Result produced by LLBMC using the command line argument --no-overflow-checks.

Stack trace:
-------------
#0 i32 @abs(i32 %x=-2147483648)

Fig. 2: Example and output for the “checking assertions” usage scenario.

```

B. Checking Equivalence

User-defined assertions can also be used in order to verify equivalence of two functions that are supposed to compute the same return values. In order to see how this can be accomplished, consider the C program shown in Fig. 3.

The function `popcount` is supposed to compute the population count of an `unsigned int`, i.e., the number of bits that are set to 1 (assuming that an `unsigned int` consists of 32 bits). In order to verify that this is indeed the case, the driver function `__llbmc_main` compares the return value of `popcount` with the return value of a reference implementation.\(^2\) Since \(x\) is passed as an argument to the driver function, the assertion fails if and only if `popcount` and the reference implementation disagree for some input value. LLBMC needs slightly longer than one second in order to show that the assertion never fails, i.e., `popcount` and the reference implementation return the same result for all \(2^{32}\) possible values of \(x\).

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Comparison with Related Tools

In order to evaluate LLBMC’s performance in comparison with other bounded model checking tools, we compared it with

\(^2\)Currently, this driver function needs to be provided by the user. It would be easily possible to generate it automatically, similar to [18].

```
#include <assert.h>

unsigned int popcount(unsigned int x)
{
    x = x - ((x >> 1) & 0x55555555);
    x = (x & 0x33333333) + ((x >> 2) & 0x33333333);
    x = (x + (x >> 4)) & 0x0F0F0F0F;
    x += (x >> 8);
    x += (x >> 16);
    return x & 0x0000003F;
}

unsigned int reference(unsigned int x)
{
    int i, s = 0;
    for(i = 0; i < 32; ++i)
      if(x & (1 << i))
        s++;
    return s;
}

void __llbmc_main(unsigned int x)
{
    assert(popcount(x) == reference(x));
}
```

Fig. 3: Example for the “checking equivalence” usage scenario.
of this decoder with LLBMC and discovered a buffer overflow bug in function idctcol within 8 seconds. This bug may be exploited by passing a specially prepared video to the decoder.

V. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented the bounded model checker LLBMC, a tool for finding bugs and runtime errors in sequential C/C++ programs. We have given a brief overview of LLBMC’s approach. Using two representative usage scenarios, we have shown how LLBMC can be used by software engineers in order to improve the quality of software and obtain stable and secure programs. Finally, we have reported on experiments that demonstrate the performance of the tool.
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